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WHEN THE SUFFERING OF
ANOTHER CREATURE CAUSES
YOU TO FEEL PAIN, DO NOT
SUBMIT TO THE INITIAL
DESIRE TO FLEE FROM THE
SUFFERING ONE, BUT ON
THE CONTRARY, COME
CLOSER, AS CLOSE AS YOU
CAN TO HE WHO SUFFERS,
AND TRY TO HELP.”

LEO TOLSTOY
A CALENDAR OF WISDOM

Toruń Animal Save (Poland)
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Toronto Pig Save (Canada)

A word from our Executive Director Anita Krajnc:
“Animal vigils are a unique type of activism. We stand in
front of the gates of slaughterhouses, and we see the animals, fearful, and hoping that someone will help them.
They’re still persons. They’re not disassembled yet.”
We are a love-based, global network of chapters that defines itself
through a Tolstoyan and Gandhian approach to grassroots activism and
social change. Since our inception we have grown from our very first
group Toronto Pig Save in 2010, to almost a thousand chapters present
in six continents, all adopting the same ethos. At animal vigils, we shine
a light on the individuals we meet and bring their stories to the public
attention. We want to change the cultural norm so that individuals and
communities see it as their moral duty to come close, and try to help, so
that looking away is socially unacceptable.

When you go there and you see them,
it’s unfiltered. You get to look them in
the eyes. These are moments before they
are going to be brutally murdered.
There’s something really powerful about
seeing victims. I think that’s the route of
mobilizing social movements.”
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As our tenth year draws to a close we mourn the loss of a pioneer in Canadian animal rights activism. On June 19th 2020, Regan Russell was
violently killed during a Toronto Pig Save vigil while she protested against
ag-gag Bill 156, an undemocratic and unconstitutional law passed only one
day prior. Regan was struck by a pig slaughter truck as it entered Fearmans slaughterhouse, Burlington, and there are fears that Bill 156 has been
seen by the animal agriculture industry as a licence to kill.
The injustice of her inconceivable death sent shockwaves through the
global animal rights community. Activists around the world turned their
sorrow into action demanding Justice For Regan by continuing her
mission for the animal victims who suffer on this earth.
This year saw the soft launch of our Save Squares initiative which is a form
of street activism that invites bystanders to watch footage from inside
farms and slaughterhouses to provoke thought and conversation. By

asking questions we encourage people to reconsider their core values and
guide them towards a vegan conclusion. Over three dozen chapters are
already actively holding Save Squares in their cities and we are expecting
the initiative to take off in a huge way over the next 12 months.
In 2020 Animal Save Movement started moving beyond a two tactic organization solely focused on bearing witness and vegan outreach towards
active campaigning. We have recently launched our new #DontLookAway
campaign and global #WatchDominion Challenge where we are daring
people to face the truth, react and act. Our goal is to help the ground-breaking documentary Dominion reach new audiences and recruit vegan activists to our expanding movement.

We are also working on the launch of a global anti-dairy campaign where
our Animal, Health and Climate branches will unite to expose dairy as a
violent, barbaric industry which is bad for human health and destroying our
planet.
On behalf of Animal Save Movement we thank you for your support.
Together we can build an equitable, eco-friendly, vegan world for the
animals, the planet and health.

Anita

LA Animal Save/ Animal Alliance Nework (USA)

We have continued to be vocal about environmental and human rights
issues such as Black Lives Matter, LGBTQ+, women’s and Indigenous
rights to show solidarity and create an inclusive movement which shares
the understanding that all forms of oppression are interlinked and should
be confronted. Animal Save Movement has therefore established a culture
that rejects discrimination, domination and oppression. We strongly
encourage alliances and mutual aid with other movements in order to
maintain a socially just, diverse and inclusive culture.

New Structure for 2021

Since our inception ten years ago we have grown from our very first
chapter, Toronto Pig Save - to almost 1000 chapters worldwide.
In order to continue to expand and improve our effectiveness, we realise
there is a need to implement some signiﬁcant structural changes within
our organisation, including a new, functional Board of Directors and a
representative global core team of experts to coordinate communications,
social media, multimedia and campaigns. With a few changes to our existing horizontal structure, we see the huge potential to build strong foundations to take us forward and build a globally representative movement.
The changes we implement will ensure our resources are best placed to
help animals and that our representative expanding team leadership is
strong, resilient and focused. This is essential if we want to create a critical
mass for animals and gain the support of majority public opinion.
Our new globally representative experienced board will help determine the
strategic direction of the organisation, support executive duties, and
ensure that it has adequate and well-managed resources.
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Lima Animal Save (Peru)

Introducing the Advisory Board of Directors

Brian Brophey
Along with his wife Stephanie,
Brian became active in the
animal rights movement in
Toronto, doing vigils, protests,
actions, outreach, social media
and writing. He has worked in
legal and administrative capacities in the Ontario civil service
and for professional associations
and regulatory bodies.

Varun Virlan
Growing up in India, Varun went
vegan and became an activist
after watching PETA India’s investigation ‘Horrors in India’s Dairy
Industry’ and the documentary
Earthlings. In 2018 Varun started
bearing witness with Animal Save
Movement and has helped coordinate the Regan Russell Pressure
Campaign in Toronto.
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Anita Krajnc
Anita Krajnc is co-founder of
Toronto Pig Save and the global
Animal Save Movement. She has
taught university courses on
social movement strategies and
is a follower of Leo Tolstoy and
Gandhi’s philosophy of love and
nonviolence.

Genelle Palacio
Mother of four vegan kids, ethical
vegan, activist and earth protector. Living in LA, with her daughter Genesis, along with co-organizer Ellen Dent, they co-founded
Youth Climate Save in 2020.
Activism is part of her rich heritage, her uncle was Cesar
Chavez, community organizer
with United Farm Workers.

Jane Velez-Mitchell
Jane Velez-Mitchell is a former
CNN anchor, and the founder/editor of JaneUnChained News, a
non-proﬁt, social media news
network reporting on animal
rights, veganism, health and
climate change. Jane has won
four Genesis Awards, and
received PETA’s Nanci Alexander
Award in 2015.

LA Animal Save/ Animal Alliance Network (USA)
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@HEND RY TIMES

Meet Animal Save Movement’s New Globally Representative Team of Experts
1. Animal Save Movement
Yael Hanna
Yael coordinates global campaigns for Animal Save Movement including #DontLookAway and Dairy Out Love In campaigns. She brought ground-breaking
investigations of animal abuse to the frontlines of the Israeli mainstream media,
while driving strategic public awareness campaigns to inspiring individuals to
become vegan. She founded Freedom 4 Animals Israel, running Israel Against
Live Shipments.
Amy Jean Davis
Amy Jean Davis coordinates global campaigns for Animal Save Movement. In
2016 she started LA Animal Save with the help of her partner, Shaun Monson,
the ﬁlmmaker behind Earthlings. She has helped grow LA Animal Save into one
of the largest Animal Save groups in the world with frequent visits by celebrity
vegans, mass media coverage, and hundreds of vigil attendees every week.
Shakira Free Miles (Animal Rescues)
Shakira creates animal and veterinary reports for Animal Save Movement and
provides expert advice on animal care and direct action. She is a multi award
winning veterinary nurse, writes articles in veterinary journals and has given
talks at large veterinary conferences. She has been an activist since 2017 and
has been involved in direct action and rescue work to free animals from their
cages and rehabilitate them.
Camille Reyes (Animal Rescues)
Camille Savage organizes weekly "sanctuary takeovers" on our global social
media channels to help sanctuaries raise awareness about their work and fundraising. She is responsible for outreach and correspondence with animal sanctuaries due to her experience as a current live in caretaker at the vegan micro sanctuary Forget Me Not Sanctuary in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA.
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2. Climate Save Movement
Stephanie Cabovianco (Climate Save Movement)
Stephanie was trained in Environmental Management and Sustainable Development. She coordinates global campaigns for Climate Save Movement, such as
Reforest The Earth. She co-founded Aclimatando and Climate Save Argentina.
Represented her country in COP21 and COP25. She carried out campaigns that
resulted in the Declaration of Climate and Ecological Emergency, and the National Climate Change Law.
Genesis Butler and Genelle Palacio (Youth Climate Save)
Genesis is the founder of Youth Climate Save and along with other youth activists joins climate protests carrying the vegan banner, undertaking social media
campaigns to highlight the crucial need to end animal agriculture to save the
planet and organize summits. Genesis inspired her whole family to go vegan,
she credits her mom Genelle who influenced her from a young age to question
everything, as well as her great uncle - the civil rights activist Cesar Chavez who
is a source of inspiration for her activism.

3. Health Save Movement
Dr Vidya Chakravarthy
Vidya is coordinator of global Health Save Movement campaigns. She is a
plant-based medical and nutritional practitioner, activist, speaker, blogger and
writer. She runs community health groups to give people useful tips, recipes,
health advice, and support in adopting and maintaining a vegan diet. She trains
and assists restaurants in veganizing their menus and has been rescuing
animals since the age of seven.
Gwenna Hunter
Gwenna is the grassroots Health Save Movement campaigner who regularly
holds vegan food giveaways with LA Health Save. She's the founder of Vegans
for Black Lives Matter, VegansOfLA and coordinator of community engagement
and events for Greater Los Angeles at Vegan Outreach, and is a connecter who
seeks to build vegan community wherever she goes.
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4. Vegan Outreach
Christopher Eubanks
Christopher manages and oversees various aspects of vegan outreach, including Save Squares, leafletting, food demonstrations etc. for the four branches of
Animal Save Movement. Christopher is a climate, human and animal rights
activist who helped co-organize Atlanta’s ﬁrst ever animal rights march, and is a
co-organizer with Atlanta Animal Save. Christopher uses education, public
speaking and creativity as tools to advocate for the climate, veganism and the
end of oppression for all beings.

5. Digital Media
Varun Virlan
Varun develops ASM social media accounts based on analytical assessment
and strategic tactics. He helps global organizers by providing training and guidance to maximize their digital media accounts. Varun holds a degree in journalism, and post-graduate certiﬁcates in public relations - corporate communications and marketing management. As a local organizer with Toronto Pig Save, he
coordinates the Regan Russell pressure campaign.
Mariana Guagnini
Mariana is a ﬁlm maker and coordinator of the global video team and creates
content for our Youtube and social media channels. She studied Cinema at
University where she specialized in Color Correction, editing and photography.
She has been a vegan activist since 2014.
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6. Communications
Nicola Harris
Nicola is a director of communications, writing internal communications for
Animal Save Movement, as well as blogs and copy for the website. She assists
Save activists with writing. Nicola became a vegan activist and SHAC campaigner in 2002. When she took on the role of communications in 2007 she became a
victim of state repression and alongside other campaigners received a lengthy
prison sentence for her activism under controversial and undemocratic legislation targeting freedom of expression.
James O’Toole
James is a director of communications covering media relations and celebrity
activism. He creates the Animal Save Movement newsletter and develops global
reports. He became vegan in 2010 and an activist in 2014 after bearing witness
at a Toronto Cow Save vigil. Connecting with a cow arriving for slaughter was a
transformational event and animal rights soon became his full-time focus. Previously James worked in the ﬁnance industry as a stockbroker and wrote market
commentary.

7. Graphics
Zeynep Sağlamöz
Zeynep coordinates the global graphics team for Animal Save Movement. She
has a graphic design degree from Gazi University and is a qualiﬁed teacher. After
spending seven years as a designer and art director in the advertising industry,
she went vegan and left her corporate job after realizing how anthropocentric
and speciesist the industry is. Now she uses her expert skills and knowledge to
expose the truth about animal agriculture
Fede Callegari
Fede is a creative director and along with José Legato developed the rebrand of
our organization from The Save Movement to Animal Save Movement in 2019.
He has worked as a creative director in the advertising industry for over 20 years
for clients including MTV and Universal Studios. Once he became vegan he
stepped out of the corporate world to provide services for vegan brands.
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8. Organizational Strength
We recognize that the strength of Animal Save Movement is through its regional
chapters and the thousands of dedicated activists who take part in actions
around the world. We have a team of regional and country liaisons who assist
the local chapters with campaigns, social media, conflict resolution and recruitment.

9. DEI
Building representative teams at the local and global levels is a priority for
Animal Save Movement. A number of Save organizers have taken trainings with
the Encompass Foundational DEI Institute. Our campaigners are taking a stance
on anti-racism, environmental justice, and other intersectional issues, and building coalitions with other movements to create a socially just and equitable world
for everyone.

10. Executive Director
Anita Krajnc
Anita Krajnc coordinates and oversees global campaigns following the philosophy of love-based community organizing and expanding team leadership. She
helps develop and implement strategic planning, liaises with funders, serves as
a media spokesperson, and does various administration. She holds a PhD in
political studies at the University of Toronto and is a follower of Tolstoy, Gandhi,
Chavez, and other community organizers.
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A Worldwide Movement for Change
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Some of our Local Chapters

Country Liaisons and Regional Liaisons (see map on next page)
Representative Global Core Team
Executive Director
Anita Krajnc

Board

Animal Save Movement
Campaigners
Amy Jean Davis
Yael Gabay
Animal Rescue
Shakira Free Miles
Camille Reyes

Climate Save Movement
Campaigners
Stephanie Cabovianco
Youth Climate Save
Genesis Butler

Brian Brophy, Anita Krajnc, Genelle Palacio, Jane Velez-Mitchell, Varun Virlan

Health Save Movement
Campaigners
Dr. Vidya Chakravarthy
Local level campaigns
Gwenna Hunter

Vegan Outreach
Christopher Eubanks

Digital Media
Varun Virlan
Video
Mariana Guagnini

Directors of
Communications
Nicola Harris
James O’Toole

Director of
Graphics
Zeynep Sağlamöz
Creative Director
Fede Callegari
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A Worldwide Movement for Change

Yarim Hinojosa
Canada

Regional Liaisons

Louise Jorgensen
Canada

Camille Savage
North America

Emily Romero
USA

Varun Virlan
North America

Ana Carranza
Mexico

Miguel Soria
Mexico

Josephin
Dee Spencer-Carr
USA

Aubrey Baxter
Panama

Élodie Clerbout
France

Regional Liaisons

Mercedes Oberti
Uruguay
Aubrey
Baxter
Latin America
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Stephanie
Cabovianco
Latin America

Leonor EsterTulleres Cabrera
Latin America

Karen Cháves
Sofía Muro
Jimena Zamora
Argentina

Valezca
Lango Munsuri
Latin America
Leonor Ester Tulleres Cabrera
Chile

Regional Liaison
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Regional Liaison

Lea Goodett-de Zwart
Western Europe

ne Robinson
UK

Nelli Autere
Finland
Zuzana Mihalikova
Lea Goodett-de Zwart
Eastern Europe
The Netherlands
Tim Werner
Germany Johana Kaňoková
Lena Ella Hueffel Czech Republic
Austria
Dusan Pajovic
Montenegro
Simone Scampoli
Catherine Iskandar
Italy
Lebanon
Doga Giray
Yael Hanna
Turkey
Israel
Basma Hamza
Saudi Arabia

t
Patroclus Bompotsis
Greece

Elvira Goloda
Austria

Rachel Kabue
Kenya

Regional Liaison

Regional Liaison

Aprajita Ashish
Asia

Dipesh Shrestha
Nepal

Regional Liaison

Aprajita Ashish
Naman Dharmesh Dedhia
India

Helen Seta Stolfo
Australia

Baker Nnyombi
Uganda

Precious Kalombwana
Zambia

Nilgun Engin
Middle East and
North Africa

Annie Hewitt
Australia

Jason Alan
Helen Seta Stolfo
Australia

Sandra Kyle
New Zealand

Kat Worsfold
New Zealand
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Our Mission
Our vision is an equitable, eco-friendly vegan world, for
the animals, the planet and health.
We are working to replace the oppressive animal agriculture industry with an accessible plant-based food
system and reverse catastrophic climate change. We
will build a world where ﬁelds used for animal feed crops,
grazing, and slaughterhouses are replaced with forests,
wild spaces, animal sanctuaries and preserves.
Mission & love-based approach
Informed by Leo Tolstoy and Mahatma Gandhi, our
mission is to hold animal vigils at every slaughterhouse
and to bear witness to the millions of farmed animals
whose lives are violently taken each day. Seeing the
victims of animal agriculture is a powerful way of helping humans make the connection and mobilize communities to take action to end animal exploitation.

Lima Animal Save (Peru)

We use a love-based approach where we return love for
hate, and believe that ending violence and oppression
must be done with compassion and kindness for all.
One of our main objectives is mobilizing people to
become grassroots activists and organizers with
expanding team leadership, a concept informed by the
work of Cesar Chavez and the United Farm Workers. The
theory of momentum driven organizing suggests mobilizing at least 3.5% of the population in nonviolent direct
action and persuading majority public opinion for there
to be major progress in the goals of achieving animal
liberation, climate protection and healthy, accessible
and socially just, plant based food systems.

Values:
1 All non-human animals should have moral consideration and be considered "persons" not "property".
2 It is our moral duty to bear witness, come close and try
to help when there is suffering.
3 We use a love-based, non-judgmental community
organizing approach to activism where the means are
as important as the ends.
4 We encourage expanding team leadership to grow our
movement, which is democratic with a horizontal
structure supported by a core team of experts at the
global level.
5 We engage in ongoing mass trainings to increase our
knowledge as activists and gain new tools to become
effective organizers.
6 We are building a diverse, equitable and inclusive
movement where we oppose all forms of discrimination and oppression.
7 We are creating a safe environment where activists
pay attention to self-care and take care of each other.
8 We believe in animal equality and the interconnectedness of life. Tolstoy says “all life is one, and that
when men wish to harm others, they really do harm to
themselves.”
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A Timeline: Where We Were
and Where We Are Now

Toronto Pig Save forms in
December with the adoption of
Mr. Bean, a dog

2010

19

2011
In July, Toronto Pig Save starts
holding three vigils a week. The
second group, Burlington Pig
Save forms two months later

Save chapters spread
to Australia and the US

2012

2013
We open ‘The Save Movement’
social media accounts

In April, the pig slaughterhouse
in Toronto, Quality Meat
Packers goes bankrupt

2014

201

In the Pig Trial A
charged with cri
- interference w
giving water to d
The issue of co
being a crime
social media and
mass medi

15

Anita Krajnc was
iminal mischief
with property for
dehydrated pigs.
ompassion not
e went viral on
d received global
ia coverage
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Genesis launches Youth Climate
Save, a fourth branch. Slaughter-Free Cities are launched in
New York City, LA and Toronto

Manchester Pig Save group
formed in the UK, alongside LA
Animal Save which soon begins
to hold the largest vigils in the
world. Hollywood celebrities
attend vigils including Joaquin
Phoenix, Rooney Mara, Moby,
and Kat Von D

2016

Animal rights pioneer Regan
Russell was killed on June 19th
at a pig vigil in front of
Fearmans Slaugtherhouse.
Memorial vigils were held
around the world and a local
and global pressure campaign
was launched

An organizing tour in Northern
and Eastern Europe launched
Calcutta Animal Save held
Philippines and Slovenia held

2017
Save groups started in three new
continents—Africa, Asia, and
Latin America in 27 new
American organizing tour was
launched
In the Pig Trial, charges were
dropped, deeming compassion is
not a crime. However, in an
affront to ethics and growing
public opinion, Judge Harris
regressively ruled pigs are
property under the law

groups launched in Denmark

2018

2019
The Save Movement became
Animal Save Movement in a
major rebranding campaign

During the global pandemic,
local chapters provided mutual
aid, vegan food giveaways.
launched online

2020

Animal Save Movement adds
two additional branches:
Climate Save Movement and
Health Save Movement, with the
mission to end animal agriculture and reforest the earth
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Bristol Animal Save

A Global Movement of Compassion

Toronto Pig Save

With 894 chapters we are taking action for animals worldwide.
We recognize that the strength of our movement is in the local
chapters around the world. This global network is shining a light on
the horrors of the animal agriculture industry through Animal Save;
as well as the climate catastrophe through Climate Save and Youth
Climate Save, and the health beneﬁts of a whole foods plant based
diet through Health Save. Thanks to our generous donors we are
creating a powerful movement and mobilizing activists to take
action against sites and industries of animal injustice.

Smithfield Animal Save

Braga Animal Save

Medellín Animal Save

CDMX Animal Save

Stra
Youth Climate
Save Brazil
Los Angeles Animal Save
Animal Alliance Network

Montevideo Hors

Guadalajara Animal Save

Los Angeles Health Save
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Lima Animal Save

Montevideo Health Save

Argentina Animal Save

An i m al S ave M ove m e n t A n n u a l R e p o r t 2 0 2 0

Kristianstad Pig Save

Vienna Animal Save

Istanbul Animal Save

Bhopal Animal Save

Seoul Animal Save

Mumbai Animal Save

Hyderabad Animal Save

Sydney Save Animals
in Laboratories

asbourg Animal Save

se Save

Youth Climate
Save Dubai
Auckland Animal Save

Youth Climate
Save Zambia

Uganda Animal Save

Colombo Animal Save

Brisbane Animal Save

Melbourne Pig Save

Animal Save Movement
Why Bear Witness?
We all have a moral duty to locate slaughterhouses in our communities, bear witness, organize and mobilize our communities. It is important to regularly attend animal vigils, to document the victims’ stories, and to help through
animal rescues and Slaughter-Free City campaigns. We show up to offer love, kindness and
compassion to those who suffer in their final
moments. Using video and photography we are
able to capture portraits of animals, showing
their individuality, allowing us to lift the veil of
secrecy and expose the horror, sadness and
abuse that billions of non-human animals suffer
every single day.

Through bearing witness we shine a spotlight on the appalling truth.
It gives us the power to change attitudes towards these incredible
sentient beings who are mostly hidden from public view.

As our movement grows and we collectively bear
witness, we will be able to intervene on a mass
scale and the horror that we see and feel regarding the “animal emergency” involving billions of
farmed animals will be reversed. As we approach
a critical mass we will turn the tide and achieve
animal liberation.

L E O

TO L S TOY,
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LA Animal Save / Animal Alliance Network (USA)

A person knows the life of other beings only
through observation and only so does she know
of their existence. She knows of the life of other
beings only when she wishes to think of it.”

@HEND RY TIMES

Toronto Cow Save (Canada)

PHOTO:LOUISE
JOR GENSEN
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Animal Save Movement

Animal Vigils
An animal vigil is defined as a peaceful community
gathering at a site of injustice, such as a slaughterhouse, an auction, live market or animal agricultural
farm. A vigil is a way of expressing love and support for
the victims as well as an opportunity to tell their stories
and raise awareness.
We encourage regular vigils, as well as special all day and
ﬁve-day vigils, with added tactics such as animal rescues,
hunger strikes, special guest speakers, workshops, chalktivism, musical acts and vegan food giveaways as part of
a wider Slaughter-Free Cities campaign.

3122

Challenge 22 sign-ups
in 2020!

We believe the biggest barrier is lack of awareness
about what truly happens to non-human animals
behind the closed doors of the animal agriculture
industry. We believe education in the community
is the way to change that.”
C H R IS TO P H E R E U B AN K S ,
A T L A N TA A N I M A L S A V E

Animal Save Movement

Global Pandemic
Ending the exploitation of animals is one of the
biggest actions humankind can take to protect
itself against future pandemics.”
P R O F E S S O R
P RO FES S O R

O F

AN D R E W

AN I M AL

W EL FARE

K N IG HT
AN D

E TH I C S

During 2020 our movement faced unprecedented challenges due to the
global COVID-19 pandemic. In the worst affected areas this has impacted
our ability to mobilize and conduct animal vigils at sites of injustice. However, activists have been adaptable and throughout the pandemic vigils have
been maintained in many locations by following safety protocols including
the wearing of PPE, ensuring social distancing and limiting attendance in
line with local regulations regarding gatherings.
In response to the pandemic, we provided vegan food as mutual aid in various
countries with active Animal Save chapters. We launched billboard, ad and
street poster campaigns in Los Angeles, Buenos Aires and other places around
the world to help the public make the connection that eating animals causes
pandemics, and encourage them to adopt veganism.
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CDMX Animal Save (Mexico)
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Animal Save Movement
Regan Russell was a decades long pioneer in Canadian animal rights
activism, who had peacefully campaigned on behalf of non human
animals for over 40 years. On June 19th 2020, she was violently
struck at the end of a vigil, and killed by a transport truck carrying
pigs entering Soﬁna’s Fearmans slaughterhouse in Burlington,
Ontario.
On the day of her cruel and brutal death, Regan had been protesting
against Bill-156 which had been enacted just 24 hours earlier.
Dubbed an ag-gag, it is an undemocratic and unconstitutional piece
of legislation which infringes on the right to assemble, and criminalizes activists and whistleblowers working to expose animal exploitation and the horrors of animal slaughter. Animal Justice is working
on a constitutional challenge of the Bill.

Toronto Pig Save (Canada)

Regan Russell
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Animal Save Movement

Rise Up for Regan
Following the tragedy activists across the globe came together to
learn about the sickening depravity of Regan’s death and take action in
her honour. Uniting to demand justice, her death sparked international
outrage with protests and actions taking place around the world:
•

•

The local Toronto, Hamilton and Burlington communities launched a
massive pressure campaign with marches in multiple cities joined by
a global campaign of vigils, direct action, and a banner drop in 120
locations around the world.
Mayor Marianne Meed Ward dedicated November 1st, 2020 as World
Vegan Day in the City of Burlington in honor of Regan to celebrate
those who raise awareness about the treatment of non human
animals, and to recognize the beneﬁts of plant-based diets.

•

Activists occupied a chicken slaughterhouse in Berlin to demand a
transition to a healthy, sustainable food system. A Regan Russell
banner was hung from the roof top in an action which saw peaceful
activists carried away by police.

•

In India, Animal Save Movement teamed up with Million Dollar Vegan
India to distribute delicious vegan meals to 4000 people, including
migrant workers, in the Dharavi Mumbai India slums as part of a
‘Food Justice for Regan’ initiative.

•

In Los Angeles and Burlington, actor Joaquin Phoenix joined pig vigils
in honour of Regan and held a sign that read #SavePigs4Regan

•

In the summer of 2020, the Parliament of Portugal
unanimously approved a vote of sorrow in honour of Russell.

•

Across Europe, the Grand Prix was targeted due to Soﬁna
owner Michael Latiﬁ’s investment in the McLaren and
Williams racing teams.

•

In the UK activists glued themselves in the streets outside the
Canadian embassy in London to block the road and call for
the repeal of Bill 156 and justice for Regan

Rescue for Regan
•

Days after Regan’s death PETA rescued two six-week old
piglets from a farm in Iowa, and named one Regan and the
other Russell. These survivors of the animal agriculture industry are now living at Arthur's Acres Animal Sanctuary where
they will be free to frolic, wallow, forage, and enjoy the companionship of other pigs.

•

Over in the UK, 50 three-week-old turkey chicks being reared
for Christmas were spirited away to freedom to be given sanctuary and a life free from violence and oppression.

Regan once described herself as a mere pebble on the road to
freedom but she will never know the legacy of love and compassion she has left behind, or the actions she inspired.
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Regan Documentaries
Regan Russell - A short film
Directed by Animal Save Movement activist Varun Virlan, it won the
Best Film Award in the Lifestyle Category at the 2020 International
Vegan Film festival. Varun said, "We felt it was important for people
around the world to know the story of Regan Russell. She was a friend,
fellow activist, and inspiration to many. Since her death we made a
commitment that she would not die in vain.”
There Was A Killing
There Was A Killing, by Shaun Monson (Earthlings, Unity), features
never seen before footage, ﬁrst-hand accounts and in-depth analyses
from attorneys Robert Monson, Lisa Bloom, and David Simon exposing
corruption and a cover-up that has allowed the animal agriculture
industry to avoid the legal and economic consequences of their behavior. Shaun said, “In exploring the story, including a new animal ag-sponsored law that appeared to be a license to kill, one can’t help but wonder
if there was a cover up and corruption involved.”
We Are Their Voice: The Regan Russell Story by Jordan Ehrlich

THE REGAN RUSSELL FUND LAUNCHED
Supporting Ontario based farmed animal sanctuaries in honour of
fallen activist Regan Russell.

$9,981.00 raised in 2020!

"We Are Their Voice" features interviews from eyewitnesses, legal
experts and close family to tell the powerful story of Regan Russell and
her worldwide impact. It received six million views in the ﬁrst week of its
release. Director Jordan Ehrlich said, “This incident transcends a story
solely about a tragic death or the horriﬁc treatment of animals. My goal
was to tell Regan’s story with the urgency, heart and context that it
deserves.”
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Our Demands

•

We are campaigning to repeal ag-gag Bill 156 and are seeking legal
recognition of personhood and protection for farmed animals
through a Regan Bill of Animal Rights which would also guarantee
the right to bear witness.

•

We demand governments stop subsidizing animal agriculture and
switch the subsidies to farmers and companies going plant based.

•

An open and transparent criminal investigation and laying of appropriate charges related to Regan’s killing.

•

There should be a public inquiry that looks at the systemic problems
that enabled dangerous driving: how Fearmans slaughterhouse and
the trucking companies created a culture of violence and how the
police failed to enforce the law against reckless and dangerous
driving.

•

The implementation of safety agreements so activists can safely
bear witness, which have so far been refused by Fearmans.

•

Fearmans is killing pigs, the planet, people by increasing preventable
diseases, workers and activists. We demand Fearmans switch to a
plant-based food company.
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Save Squares Launched

A Save Square is an activism event held in an area of high foot traffic and
involves showing footage from inside slaughterhouses and sites of
animal abuse to the public to make them think about how their day to
day actions impact animals and the world around them.
We speak with a love based approach via the Socratic method, which is a
line of questions that help people reach their own conclusion to oppose all
forms of animal injustice. One team of activists hold screens or signs while
wearing blindfolds in a square formation. The blindfolds are used to help
bystanders come closer, without fear of being watched and also represent
society’s blindness towards the various forms of discrimination inflicted
upon animals. Then a second team hands out small cards that contain
information while engaging in conversation with members of the public
who would like additional information. Our squares advocate for people to
become vegan and get active.
Save Squares have been organized by Animal Save Nederland, Atlanta
Animal Save, and now over three dozen chapters are engaged in Europe,
North America, The Middle East and Latin America. As we move into 2021
we expect the number of outreach events to accelerate.
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Atlanta Animal Save (USA)
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Climate Save Movement

Amazon fires

Reforest the Earth

During July and August, the Amazon ﬁres shocked the world, and
our activists demonstrated to demand immediate action. Dozens
of Climate Save chapters joined the call and concentrated in front
of Brazil and Bolivia embassies to denounce government administrations’ negligence. Unfortunately, certain Latin American governments, such as that of Jair Bolsonaro (Brazil), ignore these statements and encourage farmers and ranchers to burn the Amazon
rainforest to "clean" the land and expand the animal agricultural
border.

In September 2020, we launched an educational global social
media campaign. In India, Bhopal Climate Save organised a community event with the local administration and planted 1000
saplings to start the creation of a forest. Throughout the year the
group have been involved in clean up drives in the slums and
distributed over 1000 Covid relief packages during the pandemic.
Chapter organizer Varun Dubey puts the community at the heart of
all their events and even held a drawing competition for children to
educate them about the use of plastics. They also conduct regular
outreach initiatives and were able to represent Animal Save Movement at an environmental fair to educate those in attendance
about the effect of animal agriculture on global greenhouse emissions, biodiversity loss, water pollution and deforestation.

Planet vs. Cargill
The goal of this campaign is to provide information to boycott
Cargill through its customer base. In 2019 and 2020, Climate Save
chapters, starting in Mexico, targeted the multinational company
by sending them our analysis and demands, which were also sent
to the press and shared widely with the general public through a
series of direct actions. The campaign spread out mostly through
social media.

Food system change for animal rights and planet habitability
In 2019, Climate Save Argentina organized a campaign that led
them to be the ﬁrst country in Latin America to declare the Climate
and Ecological Emergency. Climate Save organizer Stepanie Cabovianco also coordinated advocacy campaigns that resulted in the
ﬁrst National Climate Change law, which requires all ministries to
report to the Ministry of Environment their emissions and adaptation and mitigation measures.

Climate Save Movement (continued)

In August 2020, Climate Save Argentina organized a massive strike
against the Porcine Agreement, involving more than 50 activism
groups in all 23 provinces to target a project that would cause the
death of up to 100 million pigs and expansion of ﬁelds of GMO soy
monoculture. In November, the Peligro Agronegocio billboard campaign (Danger Agribusiness) took place. It consisted of 50
billboards and 9000 posters that were placed with the help of more
than 200 volunteers in nine provinces.
Climate Save Argentina is part of the consulted civil society organizations on environmental matters by the national and local governments. At the international level, Stephanie and Martin Vainstein
represented the country at the United Nations climate change
events (Conference of the Parties - COP). The group received mass
media attention about climate change and its relation with animal
agriculture.
Montevideo Climate Save had two TV appearances in 2020 on the
show Buen día Uruguay where they were able to talk about climate
change and beach clean up initiatives in the local community. They
also appeared on the Periodismo Animal radio show where they
were interviewed about veganism and the environment. The group
put forward an innovative proposal to the local council to install
nets in waterways to collect trash and local citizens voted to
approve the project which will be implemented in 2021. Organizers
held a number of workshops about the impact of animal agricul-

ture on the climate in schools, councils and a UNICEF event as well
as collaborating with Fridays for Future, Extinction Rebellion and
Animal Rebellion to take part in protest marches and direct action.
Rome Climate Save regularly collaborates with Fridays for Future
and at one event protested outside Villa Pamphili to call on the
Italian government to convert to a plant-based food system for the
sake of animal, climate and social justice. They joined forces with
Extinction Rebellion who chained themselves to the access gates
to the ENI building, demanding a meeting with Minister Patuanelli.
They held a street performance entitled, 'Cry-In: Tears of Blood and
Oil’ and in another event, the community came together to perform
a funeral parade to mourn the imminent death of humanity and the
animal kingdom.
Bristol Animal Save and Animal Rebellion came together with farmers to form a convoy of over 70 tractors to demonstrate and block
streets in the City of Westminster, London in a protest against the
UK Agriculture Bill which stands to remove British animal and environmental standards for food and farm imports. Organizer Josephine Robinson said the collaboration was the ﬁrst of its kind and a
chance for farmers and animal advocates to ﬁnd common ground
and work together to protect the future of British farming and
reverse the damage this Agriculture Bill is likely to cause.

Youth Climate Save Movement

In 2020, 13-year old Genesis Butler launched Youth Climate Save
(YCS) along with several other vegan youths concerned about
climate chaos around the world. Chapters consist of youth leaders who raise awareness and work on climate change solutions
through public education, demonstration, art, social media, and
celebrity activists. Youth leaders collaborate with other climate
groups and highlight animal agriculture’s devastating effects in
the climate chaos.
We have seen over 30 Chapters spring up in more than a dozen
countries, including Bolivia, Brazil, Zambia, Australia, Dubai and
India. Our graphics team developed branding for Youth Climate
Save based on the ideas, instructions and input of the youth leaders.
Youth Climate Save hosted two online summits. The Latin American chapters hosted a summit on veganism, which included topics
on vegan fashion, beauty, environmental issues due to animal
agriculture, and how to join Youth Climate Save. Over 500 people
from Latin America attended the online summit. The US Youth
Climate Save Chapters also hosted a summit on Banning Factory
Farms in the U.S. This three day summit included topics on lobbying for animals, how to create change through political action, and

panels featuring several well-known youth and adult climate activists. Cory Booker and Elizabeth Warren, the two U.S. senators who
created the bill to ban factory farms in the U.S., also were guest
speakers. Hundreds of youth and adults took part in the summit.
Youth Climate Save is bringing veganism to new audiences and
younger generations. It is a youth-led movement, learning to work
autonomously within our larger movement and gaining experience
empowering them both personally and professionally, and at a
group and team level to become effective forces for the future.
Youth Climate Save activists and groups have achieved social
media views and shares from high proﬁle social media accounts
including the Ellen Fund, Maggie Baird (mother of pop star Billie
Eilish), Green Matters, and the Jane Goodall Institute.

If you are concerned about the current
climate crisis, you should seriously consider
going vegan because animal agriculture is
one of the leading causes of climate change.”
GENESIS

BUT LER

Health Save Movement

Grassroots activism includes street tours, offering plant-based meals
to people living in the streets and building a relationship with the community to take further action, public cooking demonstrations, information tables outside hospitals and medical schools, conference
talks, corporate and governmental lobbying, and online workshops.
During Covid19, many chapters have provided those in need with vegan
food while supporting struggling vegan restaurants. In India, there were
food drive events in Bengaluru, Boisar, Bhopal and Mumbai, where we
helped Million Dollar Vegan with a food giveaway. Migrant workers were
provided with food from Carrot, a vegan restaurant chain.
Activists provided nutritious, vegan whole food to those in need in
Buenos Aires, Rosario, Obera and Cordoba (Argentina), Colonia and
Montevideo (Uruguay), Las Vegas (USA), Bristol (UK), Guadalajara and
Durango (Mexico), Barranquilla (Colombia) and Toronto (Canada). Activists from Montevideo Horse Save engaged in vegan mutual aid by
distributing 100 healthy, vegan burgers daily. Together with Million
Dollar Vegan, Toronto Health Save partnered with Black-owned vegan
restaurants, One Love and Ital Vital to distribute 100s of vegan meals
throughout the neighborhood.

Ad campaigns

Durango Health Save (Mexico)

Our educational ad campaigns include social media ads, street
posters and billboard campaigns. Animal Alliance Network and
LA Animal Save ran a billboard campaign “Eating Animals
Causes Pandemics, Go Vegan”. Animal Save activists in
Argentina in collaboration with DifusionV ran a massive street
poster and billboard campaign.

LA Animal Save / Animal Alliance Network (USA)
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Social Media Analytics

•

Animal Save Movement’s Facebook following has
grown almost 50% over the last 12 months, from
204,000 followers last year to over 300,000 today.

•

Using Animal Save Movement’s personalised Challenge 22+ link, 3122 people signed up to the challenge
to try veganism in 2020.

•

Animal Save Movement’s newsletter has also seen
considerable growth this year with almost 10,000
subscribers today.

•

Animal Save Movement and other Save pages have
produced multiple viral posts over the last 12 months,
with some videos achieving millions of views and
tens or even hundreds of thousands of shares.
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Social Media Analytics
INSTAGRAM (JANUARY - DECEMBER 2020)

Total Followers

Followers Gained

Total Likes

Impressions

Reach

Weekly Average

-

1,107

86,539

906,036

126,967

2020 Total

177,541

57,547

4,500,000

47,113,859

6,602,282

Weekly Average

-

509

19,231

258,188

72,469

2020 Total

85,104

26,476

1,000,000

13,425,783

3,768,389

Weekly Average

-

54

1,198

14,292

3,612

2020 Total

4,781

2,782

62,300

743,207

187,800

Weekly Average

-

528

-

-

-

2020 Total

6332

6332

403

-

-

YOUTUBE (JANUARY - DECEMBER 2020)
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Views

Subscribers

Numbers of videos uploaded

Monthly Average

9,291

163

9

2020 Total

111,496

3,009

107
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FACEBOOK (JANUARY - DECEMBER 2020)
Total Likes

Post Reach

Post Engagement

New Page Followers

Weekly Average

2,048

1,973,249

506,573

2,588

2020 Total

106,501

102,608,951

26,341,779

134,573

Weekly Average

210

107,200

23,568

243

2020 Total

10,906

5,574,387

1,225,518

12,628

Weekly Average

46

7,156

673

45

2020 Total

2,390

372,093

34,989

2,344

Weekly Average

-

-

-

9

2020 Total

-

-

-

470

Total Followers
336,711

88,608

4,256

470

TWITTER (JANUARY - DECEMBER 2020)
Tweets

Tweet Impressions

Profile Visits

Mentions

New Followers

Monthly Average

99

216,322

3,169

631

148

2020 Total

1,189

38,028

38,028

7,567

1,778

Monthly Average

72

42,608

934

82

24

2020 Total

867

511,300

11,206

983

285

Monthly Average

90

18,518

477

29

27

2020 Total

1,074

222,218

5,719

347

325

Monthly Average

0

-

-

-

-

2020 Total

0

-

-

-

-

Total Followers
6845

8988

371

25
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Communications

Communications are an integral part of relaying the horrors of
animal agriculture to the public in order to raise awareness, help
people break the disconnect and become vegan activists. ASM
uses a wide variety of methods such as press releases, website
blogs, social media, newsletters, posters, billboards, stickers
and leaflets.

People come down here week after week after
week, so I just had to be here tonight to support.
I think that we have a moral obligation to talk
about it and to expose it for what it really is.
We’re so indoctrinated with these images of
happy animals on farms, on the covers of milk
containers and at restaurants and all kinds of
advertisements. It’s a lot and I think people
need to know the truth, and I think that we
have the obligation to do that right.”
J OAQ UIN
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Our celebrity engagement program works with
Bollywood and Hollywood celebrities, and social
media influencers worldwide on a range of activities
including animal vigils, media statements, PSAs,
panels, interviews and social media.

Regan Russell pressure campaign
•

We launched a local and international Regan Russell pressure campaign
to help activists ﬁght ag-gag laws and to introduce a Regan Bill of Animal
Rights in Ontario and other jurisdictions. There was mass media
coverage of the memorial vigils, the three marches in Toronto, Burlington and Hamilton, and the demonstration at the Halton police station.

•

Joaquin Phoenix attended Toronto Pig Save vigil in tribute of Regan
Russell at Fearmans slaughterhouse. It was widely covered by the local
and Canadian news and celebrity media outlets as well as some international media.

We work with celebrities and influencers to amplify the plight of non
human animals to mass audiences
•

Joaquin Phoenix regularly joins us at animal vigils in LA

•

Mega star Sanam Puri recorded a vegan
message for Animal Save Movement India,
and talked about his journey to veganism.

•

Canadian actor Serinda Swan created a
video in support of our campaign against
ag-gag Bill 156. She called on her instagram followers to choose love, compassion and truth and for politicians to vote
against Bill 156.

•

Actor Nina Bergman took part in our
Corona Conﬁnement Challenge to highlight
that exploited animals live their whole lives
in lock down.

•

We worked with vegan influencer Joey Carbstrong on an advertisement
campaign for Health Save Movement, to be launched in 2021

•

Bollywood actor Sadaa Sayed recorded a video to promote our #WatchDominion challenge as part of a brand new #DontLookAway campaign.

Partnerships

Social media partnerships
Animal Save Movement is passionate about building partnerships in
vegan mutual aid with other organizations such as Million Dollar Vegan
and Save groups in India and Canada. These partnerships extended
intersectionality with social justice and migrant populations, by
providing food to those in need and supporting struggling vegan
restaurants and small independent vegan businesses.
DifusionV
LULAC, which stands for the League of United Latin American Citizens,
is urging consumers to boycott meat in protest of the horriﬁc treatment
of slaughterhouse workers, many of whom are Latino immigrants,
during the coronavirus pandemic. Slaughterhouses have become
hotbeds of COVID-19 infections. The Midwest Center for Investigative
Reporting states that as of Jan. 4, 2021, there have been “at least
45,000 reported positive cases tied to meat and poultry processing
facilities from at least 479 outbreaks in 38 states, and at least 239
reported worker deaths in at least 61 plants in 27 states.” LULAC
believes the numbers could be even higher. Nevertheless, President
Trump, using the Defense Protection Act, deemed slaughterhouses
“critical infrastructure” demanding slaughterhouses remain open,
essentially forcing workers to go into jobs that could kill them, even
though – obviously – killing animals is not essential. Millions of people
have actually become healthier on a plant-based diet. Indeed, eating
animals is the problem since the virus is strongly believed to have
originated from a wet animal slaughter market.
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Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

Diversity, equity and inclusion is at the core of our advocacy. Animal
Save Movement is building a global representative team of experts
while continuing to emphasize the central role played by grassroots
chapters from all over the world.
Our love-based community organizing approach attracts diverse
attendance at our vigils. But we need to do more to achieve local
representative organizing teams. We are in the process of better
incorporating underrepresented voices into leadership positions
within each chapter, across the movement, and in global core
organizing positions.
We held a week of training on Diversity and Inclusion, and created new
anti-harassment, anti-discrimation, social media and housing policies.
We attended the Encompass Foundational DEI Institute two day
transformative training to explore the ways racism operates in society
and in the farmed animal protection movement, and how fostering
racial equity in our organization will lead to increased innovation,
collaboration and stronger impact.
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Financials

The ASM fellowship model is revolutionary.”
CHRISTO P HER

SEBASTI AN

In 2020, ASM issued almost 250 fellowships to organizers around the
world. These grants build the foundations of the movement,
providing funds to activists on the front lines. These grants build the
foundations of the movement, providing funds to activists on the
front lines. We would like to expand this program.
One of our main objectives is mobilizing people to become grassroots
activists and organizers. We have a global horizontal structure in
which the individual chapter is the most important unit in the Animal
Save Movement. We have a series of “hub-city” chapters around the
world that attract dozens and even hundreds of people at a time at
animal vigils and other actions. For example, often hundreds of
activists attend weekly LA pig vigils organized by LA Animal Save and
Animal Alliance Network.
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2.1%

INCOME

2020

2019

Donations

$1,951,561.00

97.9%

$1,074,802

93.7%

Other Income

$41,043.00

2.1%

$71,922

6.3%

Total

$1,992,604.00

100.0%

$1,146,724

100.0%

97.9%

2020

Expenses
0.7%
5%
7.3%

24.3%
62.4%

2019

Chapter Action & Hub Grants

$1,022,535

62.4%

$741,111

53.8%

Digital media, Graphics, Communications, Administration

$398,496

24.3%

$307,077

22.3%

Global Initiatives Grants

$119,872

7.3%

$185,821

13.5%

Operating Expenses

$82,603

5%

$77,042

13.5%

Banking Charges & Dues

$12,464

0.8%

$8,701

0.6%

Charitable Donations

$3,074

0.2%

$56,689

4.1%

Total

$1,639,044

100.0%

$1,376,441

100.0%
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Lima Animal Save (Peru)

Animal Save Movement is a global network of
activists that bear witness in order to expose and
dismantle animal exploitation industries.

facebook.com/animalsavemovement

instagram.com/thesavemovement

twitter.com/animalsavemvmt

youtube.com/animalsavemovement

animalsavemovement.org

